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Vandals 
Hit Again 
Vandalism Is still plaguing the 
University and the city of Bowl- 
ing Green. 
Police report vandals have 
struck twice on campus and twice 
in the city since last Thursday, 
causing damage to three windows 
and three campus telephones. 
, A section of a glass door In 
Overman Hall was shattered 
Thursday night by a marble thrown 
from a sling shot, University po- 
i lice reported. 
University police said three 
telephones were ripped from a 
wall In Kohl Hall sometime Satur- 
day night. 
Again on Sunday evening van- 
dalism occured at the United 
Christian Fellowship Center, 313 
Thurstln Ave„ when a 4 by 10 
foot window was broken. Police 
said the vandals apparently broke 
the window hitting It with an Iron 
nut   thrown   from   a   sling shot. 
Another broken window was re- 
ported Monday morning at Sani- 
tary Cleaners, 1234 East Woos- 
ter St. Police believe this win- 
dow was broken by an Iron nut 
thrown from a sling shot. 
Vandals have caused over $1,000 
damage to the city In broken win- 
dows since January of this year. 
Sixteen University windows have 
been broken and 54 telephones 
damaged since that time. 
BG, TU Plan 
For Research 
WHITE DUCKS, almost blending in with the snowy landscape, 
venture onto ice-covered Hirschel Pond. A closer shot might 
have revealed a certain longing expression behind the beaks of 
these feathered friends--one that indicates a preference for 
swimming. Spring cannot be far away, nonetheless, and students 
are longing for it, too. (Photo by Larry Fullerton.) 
IFC Ruling Shows Results 
Over   45   Greek men were In 
attendance last night In the Taft 
Room as the Interfraternlty Coun- 
, ell began the second semester of 
bi-weekly meetings. 
The unusually large turnout of 
men was a direct result of a con- 
• stltutional amendment passed last 
semester by the IFC which makes 
it mandatory that each house have 
at   least   two representatives  at 
* each meeting. 
Without at least two of these 
members present at any onemeet- 
, lng, that particular house will be 
considered absent and will lose 
its voting privileges for that meet- 
ing. 
»     The absent house will also be 
fined   $5   for each meeting that 
It misses. 
In the treasurer's report Bruce 
■ Fisher told council members that 
each house Is being assessed $8 
so that the IFC can purchase 
a mug, paddle and crest of each 
fraternity house. 
This  action was also approved 
by council last se.n ester to facll- 
. itate the rush committee of IFC 
in making permanent displays of 
fraternity jewelry which could be 
displayed at various points around 
the campus during times pro- 
ceeding rush. 
Weathei 
The weather for today is mostly 
sunny and a little warmer, high 
in the 30s. Partly cloudy and 
warmer tomorrow. 
Only one new piece of legisla- 
tion was introduced during new 
business last night. 
Proposed by Tom Prout, Tom 
Curran and Marv Rower, repre- 
sentatives from Sigma Alpha Ep- 
sllon. the resolution proposed that 
a committee, consisting of rep- 
resentatives from IFC, PanheLthe 
dean of men's office, the dean 
of women's office, the president's 
office and the Zoning Board of 
the dry of Bowling Green, be 
established to "Investigate the 
future of Greek housing for Bowl- 
ing Green," 
The resolution passed by a unan- 
imous vote. 
Barry Buzogany, IFC president 
who started his second and last 
semester in office last night, in- 
formed council members that there 
will be a meeting for all fra- 
ternity presidents and pledge 
trainers at the Northgate Lounge 
at 1:30 p.m. Saturday. 
Cap And Gown 
Rentals Available 
Candidates for June grad- 
uation should place their orders 
for cap and gown rental at the 
University Bookstore in the 
Union, said Paul O. Shepherd, 
bookstore manager. 
No cash is needed at the time 
the measurements  are taken. 
Meetings of this type will be 
held frequently throughout the 
semester to allow an exchange 
of ideas for the betterment of 
the fraternity system. 
By    KATHY   HIEBER 
Staff   Writer 
Faculty groups and planning 
committees from Bowling Green 
State University andtheUniverslty 
of Toledo met last Thursday and 
Friday to discuss the possibility 
of a research center for North- 
west Ohio. 
Consultants from Heald, Hob- 
son & Associates of New York 
met with the committees to dis- 
cuss how such a center could 
unite the efforts of Northwest Ohio 
universities and Industries in 
studying and solving the various 
problems of the area. 
The University was given a grant 
of $25,000 by the Ohio Board of 
Regents last August with the under- 
standing that the grant would be 
used In co-operation with The 
University of Toledo to study the 
need for such a center. 
A survey has been developed 
by Dr. Raymond F. Barker, as- 
sistant professor of marketing, to 
get an over-all view of the 25 
counties In Northwest Ohio. 
Factors to be determined by 
the survey include types of pro- 
fessions, interests, need for ad- 
vice, library facilities and gradu- 
ate programs In the area. 
The possibility of a research 
center Is "quite a challenge. It 
is a unique opportunity to streng- 
then university graduate and re- 
search programs," said William 
F. Schmeltz, dean of the College 
of Business Administration and 
the University's representative in 
the project* 
Dean Schmeltz explained that 
when the plans for the research 
New Student Party 
Wants Tenure Shift 
The Campus Interest Party (CIP) 
is concerned only about campus 
activities and affairs that direct- 
ly affect students, said Edward 
Slxt, interim chairman of the new 
party. 
A few of the planks In tnelr 
platf arm call for revision of pro- 
fessor tenure, Improvement of fra- 
ternity-Independent relations, in- 
vestigation of the phone system 
with emphasis on Improvements, 
establishment of a professional 
counclllng service for students 
and planning for a uniform dormi- 
tory government for the Univer- 
sity. 
CIP, the newest student party 
on campus, was formed last Octo- 
ber by six students, all Student 
Council Representatives. 
"Ashley Brown calls us the 19th 
century conservative party os 
campus," Slxt said. "But I guess 
it's a compliment when someone 
as radical as he calls us con- 
servative. We tend to dlsaffiliate 
ourselves   with   the new left on 
campus." 
"We want to be a party for 
the students and not students for 
a party. In other words, a con- 
centration of a better campus for 
the students rather than further- 
ing the self-interest of the party," 
Slxt emphasized. 
"Another thing," he added, "we 
are not going to be an organi- 
zation that appears only to get 
votes and lay dormant until the 
next election. We expect to be a 
party the year around," he said. 
"We also realize that everyone 
cannot be a campus leader, but 
everyone can be a part of a poli- 
cy-setting organization. One of our 
main goals is to have as many 
people as possible playing a role 
in campus government," Slxtsald. 
"If there is anything that some- 
one doesn't like about CIP, Join 
now while It Is still forming. 
That way they can make it their 
party. They can make it what they 
want," Slxt concluded. 
center have been completed they 
will be submitted to the state for 
approval. If the state ef Ohio 
agrees that there is a need for 
a research center In Northwest 
Ohio the result may be a multi- 
million dollar grant to be used 
to establish the center. 
A center In Cincinnati studies 
a series of research elements 
Including long-range research to 
advance knowledge and Industrial 
expansion, further expansion of 
the graduate programs, short- 
term research to solve current 
problem* and development of a 





PHOENIX, ARIZ. (AP) -- Henry 
Luce, co-founder of one of the 
most Influential magazine publish- 
ing companies In the world, died 
here yesterday at the age of 68. 
As editorial chairman of Time 
Inc., Mr. Luce was Involved in the 
publication of Time, Life, Fortune 
and Sports Illustrated magazines 
with interests In several radio 
and television stations. He would 
have celebrated the 44th anniver- 
sary of the birth of Time maga- 
zine on Friday. 
President Johnson paid tribute 
to Mr. Luce as a pioneer in 
American journalism. The Presi- 
dent issued a statement saying 
Luce penetrated the surface of 
events to Interpret their meaning, 
their causes and effects. 
Mr. Luce died of a heart attack 
In St. Joseph's Hospital. 
News Invites 
AV/S Hopefuls 
To Air Views 
All candidates for office in the 
AWS elections March 8, except 
candidates for president, are in- 
vited to make a statement to their 
constituency   in   the   B-G News. 
Presidential hopefuls will be 
allowed to express their views 
at a B-G News press conference 
Thursday. 
Each candidate will be allowed 
50 words to present her platform. 
Statements should be turned Into 
Carol McCutcheon, 124 Prout, by 
noon Friday. 
The press conference for pres- 
idential candidates will be at 4 
pjn. Thursday In 112 Life Science 
Bldg. The conference, sponsored 
by the News, will be open to the 
public 
|u!ISiuoyMujuyyuuyovikiHiHNDUMPER'S DIALOG UE I 
IStudents Taken By TestJ 
By LYLE GREENFIELD 
Columnist 
The results of the Bowling Green 
SUM University students' per- 
formance on the Time magazine 
Current Affairs Test for 1967 have 
finally been tabulated after much 
hopeful speculation from pro- 
fessors In the various depart- 
ments. 
They surely will kick up their 
heels though, for students here 
scored well within the top half 
of those responding from the state- 
supported farms of Ohio. Here are 
the responses to some of the 
trickier questions appearing on the 
tesu 
To the question asking who will 
probably head the G.O.P. ticket 
In the 1968 presidential elections, 
63 per cent answered Hubert Hum- 
phrey and Robert Kennedy, 21 per 
cent said Ronald Reagon and 
Charles Percy and only 16percent 
had i no response. 
In analyzing this data, the uni- 
versity can take pride In the fact 
that all Political Science major 
respondents were able to give an 
answer. 
Another question asked for the 
name of the tasteless, odorless 
hallucinogenic drug which saw wide 
use In 1966, causing public concern 
because It can cause severe 
psychic damage. 
To this, 31 per cent (all In the 
Pre - Med program) answered 
Vitamin B-12. Another 40 per 
cent, of which 80 per cent were 
Political Science majors, said 
LSD. Some 29 per cent responded 
"None of the Above." 
Another multiple choice question 
asked the name of the general who 
was leading all of the 385,000 
troops In Viet Nam. This probing 
question resulted in a telling 
variety of answers. Some 38 per 
cent of the respondents circled 
Cornelius Ryan's name. 




We cannot help but feel dismay In the findings of a report released 
Monday by the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee concerning Am- 
erican attitudes toward the Russians and the American Communist 
party. 
The report contradicted alleged contentions expressed by Johnson 
administration spokesmen that Russia has abandoned Its ambitions 
for world conquest and is softening Its cold war attitude toward the 
United States. 
Subcommittee Chairman James O. Eastland ([)„ Miss.) commented, 
"Many persons have come to look on the Soviet Union as a trustworthy 
nation. This study shows that Russian communism is still the same 
old conspiracy with the aim of world domination." 
• • • 
We agree with the subcommittee report and cannot see that the 
apparent "softening In Russian attitude" is anymore than the old 
tactic   of   taking one step back In  order to take two steps forward. 
The Russians are still bearing most of the cost of the Viet Cong 
and North Viet Nam In the war. It has been proven that the medium 
range rockets, first used for shelling Da Nang Sunday, were Russian 
made, and Indication that the Russians are not tapering off their aid. 
The Russians have still refused to agree to open Inspection In an 
effective disarmament treaty, the only safeguard that Is foolproof. 
And the Russians, now that they supposedly have an anti-missile system, 
want to prevent the U.S. from developing a similar set-up by means 
of negotiations to allow them time to catch-up in offensive ml—1—. 
That   does   not   appear   to be  an  Indication that the Russians are 
' 'softening up." 
• • • 
Last we be accused of hiding underneath a veil of over-simplified 
dogmatism, we do favor realistic approaches to U.S. • Russian dip- 
lomacy such as the proposed treaty to authorize additional Russian 
consulates in this country and U.S. consulates in Russia. 
But we are concerned over American attitudes toward Russia when 
ws hear the oft-repeated prediction that the U.S. will be allies with 
Russia In several years against Red China and should. In Eastland's 
words, "look on the Soviet Union as a trustworthy nation." We were 
allies with the Russians once before and they now control eastern 
Europe. 
We don't feel that the United States can afford to be allies with the 
Russians at the present time. 
It was found that 81 per cent 
of these are registered in the 
Army ROTC program, including 
3 from the Royal Green. The other 
62 per cent were unanimous in 
choosing Gen. William Westmore- 
land. However, probable use of the 
"buddy system" will undoubtedly 
rule out analyzatlon of this data. 
A question deviating from the 
front page scene was one asking 
the name of one of baseballs great- 
est players who set records for 
his pitching and his salary and who 
retired at the age of 30 because 
of an arthritic arm. 
All Physical Education majors, 
plus 4 who were undecided, said 
Sandy Koufax. However the re- 
maining, comprising some 68 per 
cent of the total, answered 
"Bubba" Smith or "False". Since 
the other departments were rather 
equally represented in the latter 
two responses, no real Im- 
plications were drawn. 
One multiple choice question 
raised some doubts concerning the 
adequacy of our university's and 
town's movie theatre facilities. 
It asked for the name of the film 
starring Julie Andrews which had 
walked off with a family of Oscars 
and now seemed headed for an 
all-time profit record for a movie. 
Nearly 70 per cent of those 
answering this question wrote in 
"Hercules Meets the Three 
Stooges". Of the remaining who 
answered, 23 per cent said "Who's 
Afraid of Virginia Woolf? and 
these, it was found, were all Po- 
litical   Science   or   Art   majors. 
Strangely enough the remaining 
7 per cent, presumably all Psy- 
chology majors, wrote essays of 
100 words or less In length com- 
paring Julie Andrews to an oper- 
antly- conditioned rat. There was 
no evidence of sex - linked 
responses, however. 
A final question from the match- 
ing portion of the test seems 
appropriate to close with. Signi- 
ficant conclusions were drawn 
from the responses to one question 
In particular. 
From a list of names, one had 
to be matched with this statement: 
"After 27 years of dictatorship, 
he presented his people with a new 
constitution, paving the way for a 
constitutional monarchy." 
A strong 67 per cent chose 
W alter Cronklte and, Interestingly 
enough, 31 per cent of these were 
In radio and television announcing 
and again the other 36 per cent 
were largely students who held 
double majors In Political Science 
and Physical Education. 
The remaining 33 per cent of the 
total were pretty closely divided 
between Rudolf Blng and James 
Pike although none of the respond- 
ents indicated a religious prefer- 
ence, negating the usefulness of 
this Information. 
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CAMPUS HART-LINE 
Helwig, Brown Join 
In Political Marriage 
By JACK HARTMAN 
Columnist 
The strangest marriage In 
campus politics Is no longer the 
fantasy of political dreamers. 
Talk about compromises! This 
one makes Henry Clay's famous 
compromises of the 1800's seem 
like easy agreements and they 
weren't. 
Here Is the startling situation. 
Rick Helwlg, Junior class pres- 
ident, and Ashley Brown, Student 
Council sergeant -at-arms, have 
Joined forces under auspices of 
the University Party. (U.P.) to 
form a ticket in pursuit of the 
campus's two highest student of- 
fices. 
In other words, Helwlg will be 
the U.P. candidate for Student 
Body President and Brown will 
be the U.P. candidate for Student 
Body Vice President. It will be 
known as the Helwlg-Brown ticket. 
The unexpected combination is 
the most graphic example of pol- 
itical "ticket-balancing" ever to 
hit the student political arena. 
(Ticket-balancing is the act of 
picking two candidates with differ- 
ent backgrounds and beliefs to 
appeal to as wide a spectrum 
of   the   electorate   as   possible.) 
Helwlg is the Mr. Everything 
type. He Is handsome, well- 
groomed, and chocked full of 
social polish. A Greek, he has 
excellent working relations with 
members of the university admin- 
istrative hierarchy. 
He is into his second term as 
class president, winning a solid 
victory his first time out and 
winning unopposed the second time. 
Council members know him to be 
coldly efficient and both practical 
and calm during discussions and 
debates. 
Running mate Brown Is hardly 
the Mr. Everything type, though 
he has shown In recent months 
that he can be effectively charming 
when   he   sets   his   mind   to   it. 
An independent, he Is not too 
esteemed in the eyes of many 
administration personnel because 
of his outspoken nature and will- 
ingness to challenge the highest 
authority. 
Brown's first attempt In campus 
politics ended In failure last spring 
when he was beaten out in the race 
for junior class representative 
by about 50 votes. He got a seat 
on Council anyway, however, when 
he was appointed sergeant-at- 
arms. 
Council members know him as 
very outspoken and sometimes 
belligerent in debates. He occas- 
ionally gets emotionally Involved, 
too. 
His committee and research 
work is  excellent and so Is his 
•:■: 
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legislative initiative -- he has 
signed and co-signed the greatest 
volume of legislation In Student 
Council history. Most of It has 
been approved by Council. 
Earlier In the school year, 
Helwlg and Brown were more like 
rivals than their present partner- 
ship would Indicate. They found 
themselves on opposite sides of 
the controversy over the Inclusion 
of the party label on Council bills. 
Helwlg opposed the Inclusion while 
Brown supported it. 
In fact, Helwlg was against the 
party label (at that time there was 
only one party) because "it Inter- 
fered with a higher loyalty--the 
university." To Helwig's credit 
he has apparently broadened his 
point-of-view. He had to become 
the standard-bearer of the Uni- 
versity Party. 
Originally, Brown was going 
to oppose Helwlg for the presi- 
dency. Though he conceded he 
had a slim chance of winning. 
Brown promised a hard campaign 
with no - holds - barred tactics 
against Helwlg. 
Brown, realizing that his chances 
of winning a major campus office 
were not promising, accepted the 
vice presidential spot because by 
teaming with Helwlg, he is vir- 
tually assured election. 
Is Helwlg so popular that he can 
carry Brown and the rest of the 
U.P. slate of candidates to victory? 
Ask the leaders of the Campus 
Interest Party. 
(Next Wednesday In Campus 
Hart-Line: the fledging C.I.P. In 
search of a winning combination.) 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Help Voice 
To Develop 
On Feb. 15, many of the women's 
residence halls held required cor- 
ridor meetings In which the girls 
were to review and vote for a- 
mendments to the AWS constitu- 
tion. 
Some 20 amendments were pro- 
posed, ranging from a single word 
change In one article to changes 
In the prescribed duties of officers. 
Most of the girls came grumbl- 
ing Into the lounge, where amend- 
ments were read above the gen- 
eral hubbub of girl talk. Many of 
the amendments were not heard 
clearly, or were misunderstood. 
Voting took only IS minutes. 
Leaving, we heard various com- 
ments such as, "I just put 'no' 
to the whole damn thing" or "I 
had a few spots left over, so I 
Just marked anything." 
We complain about lack of free- 
dom and yet will not take the time 
to read our own constitution. 
We complain about being treated 
as second-class citizens and hav- 
ing no real voice In determining 
our daily lives here at BG. 
Instead of either Ignoring AWS 
or   trying   to   abolish  it,   let us 
work within the already existing 
framework to help AWS grow Into 
the organization it should be--the 
voice   of   the   women   at   BGSU. 
AnnMcCullough 
223 North 
Elaine C enker C hris Bieri 
308 East    238 Harshman C 
It'll Go Away 
It's too bad that pictures of the 
napalm burnings are in bad taste. 
Indecent, and possibly Ubelous, 
Isn't it? We shouldn't have to look 
at pictures of human suffering. 
(Evan though we are causing lu) 
What we should all do Is keep 
from thinHng about the Injustices, 
the indignities, and maybe they 
will go away. 
Jane Ortman 
144 HarshmanC 
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I  Page Of Letters  { 
Forget 'God Is Dead' 
The article In the News—and In many magazines throughout the 
world—concerning the "God Is Dead" theory require a fundamental 
distinction between God—the cause of the universe—and God as created 
by mankind. 
To say that the former Is dead Is absurd, for we, as men, can have 
no awareness of his actual presence or absence In the universe, as 
centuries of contradicting philosophical and scientific speculation 
Illustrate. 
If there Is a being which created the magnificent, complex and 
utterly unknowable universe, he or It Is far superior to the perception of 
any of Its creation. 
We cannot know anything about such a Being, whether he cares for 
his creation or whether he is a Delstlc sort of watchwlnder, or a Taolst 
organism who Is the universe in organic growth. 
If there is a God, we cannot know It. If there Is not a God, we cannot 
know It. Thus, to argue that this Being which "existed" a hundred 
years ago--and for eons before, supposedly—Is now suddenly defunct 
and rotting somewhere In the Milky Way Is absurd. 
We can,  however, say that the God which mankind has defined and 
"discovered" Is now dead If mankind no longer needs to believe In Him 
to   function.  My hypothesis  is  that religions, like philosophies and 
scientific theories, are attempts to make the unknowable, vast, over- 
whelming universe a bit less arbitrary and Indistinct. 
Why must we suffer? Why are there natural cataclysms? Why are 
men so depraved and so saintly? Why are there flowers—and so on, 
a child's garden of "why's", which Man has tried to answer since he 
became Man. 
The rise of scientific and technical "certainties" In this age of mass 
socialization has perhaps replaced at least the American, Christian 
God as the basis of faith and the answerer of problems. 
Perhaps people are too busy--and always have been--to think of Gods 
at all except on religious holidays and In times of crises, when all 
theories fail to explain suffering or to make things good and the struggl- 
ing mind latches onto the mystical God, who, for his o wn reasons, 
causes all things to happen. 
If God is no longer our day-to-day concern and the stimulant of our 
action, he is truely dead for us. He has been replaced, organically, 
within our culture, with a new "pacifier" so to speak. 
He will be revived when he is needed again. This is what Nletsche 
meant when he said God is dead and we have killed him. We have grown 
out of the sphere of rationalization offered by the God our fathers 
sculpted and chlsled so completely with their systems of morals and 
rituals. 
We have become too busy for the old God, the systematized, organized 
God we all pay lip service to onSundays. To many individuals--who are 
still concerned with God, who still think of Him each day, who see Him 
in nature, who depend upon Him for help—to these, God is not dead, 
for he still is central to them. In most of us, God Is either dead or in 
hibernation, coming out periodically. 
The real God, If there is one, is beyond our conception . He Just Is. 
Or he Is Not. The world goes on the same as it always has, either way. 
Only the Human God can live or die before our eyes. And this Is no 
big problem either, though theologians, In fear of losing their flocks, 
believe it Is. 
So let us talk no more of GOD being dead. Let us talk of the moral 
center of society being dead. This  Is   something we can work with, 
H. P. Wyndham 
158 S. Summit 
U.S. Deters Commies 
I am not much of a one to pro- 
test socially, militarily, or any 
other way for that matter, but I 
too have a point where I too get 
sick of society and add a little 
protest of my own. 
Unlike certain components of 
this campus who pfck on every- 
thing from Naval officers to Dow 
Chemical Company, my complaint 
does not reach such magnitude. 
It's from the soul of a free Am- 
erican. 
I have no grounds for complaint 
when Students for a Democratic 
Society decides to set up informa- 
tion booths in the union, or offer 
alternatives to the draft on top of 
Naval recruiters. 
As a man I can never agree to 
what they have to say or offer. 
I, too, would love to see the 
Utopia where such weapons as 
the atomic bomb or Dow Chemical 
Company's napalm bomb would 
never become reality, but the con- 
quest of Communist aggression 
has made such horrid weapons 
necessary. 
America can only remain free 
for people like you and I, and 
SDS, as long as her deterrent 
strength holds Communist aggess- 
lon at a stand-still. 
How long do you, SDS members, 
think you would last under Com- 
munism? 
I sincerely believe you have the 
constitutional right to believe what 
you like, but let me tell you this 
too, SDS member, that constit- 
utional right Is yours because 
people like the Dow chemists, the 
military, and millions of Ameri- 
cans have given their all in know- 
ledge and strength to keep America 
strong and free. 
Wade A. Chlo 
106 Harshman A 
B6 BRIDGE CLUB 
Every Thursday 
Night 
8p.m. at the 
Holliday Inn 
Cash prizes and 








Protest Cycle Helmets 
We would like to propose an amendment to the 
recent Bowling Green statute which requires the 
riders and passengers of two-wheeled motor vehicles 
to wear protective helmets. 
In the Interest of protecting motorcyclists from 
themselves they should be required to wear boots and 
full leathers when tiding the streets of Bowling Green. 
In addition, those persons driving motorcycles over 
15 cubic inches or 250 cubic centimeters displacement 
should be required to wear a full suit of armor. 
No motorcyclist should be permitted to exceed 
a maximum speed of 25 miles per hour beyond 
which the danger of personal Injury is excessive. 
Those cyclists having less than 6 months riding 
experience should use trainer wheels. 
It may be thought that these proposals are overly 
severe, but society must be protected against those 
thoughtless individuals who enjoy a gentle spring 
breeze blowing through their hair, and find an en- 
cumbersome helmet to be a nuisance to hearing, 
vision, and head maneuverability* 
Furthermore, we must view these measures as only 
one forward step In the movement to deprive the 
individual of the right to Injure himself, the ultimate 
goal of this movement being to confine all Individuals 
of an adventuresome nature in padded rooms. 
Dan Sparlln 
338 Harshman B 
Jeffrey Nank 




As chairman of Ward Two for 
the Heart Sunday drive in Bowling 
Green, I wish to express my gra- 
titude to the many pledges from 
the fraternities at the university 
who trudged about the ward so- 
liciting contributions for us.Thelr 
help made a very positive differ- 
ence in the success of the drive. 
22 young men helped. Phi Kappa 
Tau, Zeta Beta Tau, Delta Tau 
Delta each had four pledges re- 
presenting them; Sigma Nu and 
Sigma Phi Epsllon had three. 
Alpha Sigma Phi, Delta Upsllon 
and Sigma Alpha Epsllon also were 
represented. 
I would like to thank especially 
Mr. Larry Wilch of Phi Kappa 
Tau, and Mr. Jim Meyer of Alpha 
Sigma Phi, who acted as group 
captains. 
It isn't easy to go from door 
to door on a cold Sunday, as these 
boys did. I am truly grateful for 
their help, and want the boys, 
the school, and the town to know 
It. 
Barbara Nordstrom 
1374 C lough St. 
'And We Thought We Knew Something About 
Police Power" 
SWIM SUIT PARTY 
AT 
THE U-SHOP 
SAT. MAR. 4TH 12-5 
Don't Miss The U-Shops 
Windows This Sat. Mar. 4th 
Guys & Gals Modeling  Bikini 
And Topless Swim  Wear 
|      Wl IN A SWIM OUTFIT 
1 GUY AND 1 GIRL 
REGISTER FREE FRI. & SAT. 
Drawing Sat. At 4:30 
>*«♦«♦•»•«»*» 
WLnibtv&ity &j)op 
Ul CAST WOOSTfR JT. 
MWLIN0 QMS*, MM. 
W. Virginia U. 
U. of Cincinnati 
U. of Kentucky 
Eaitem Ky. U. 








Community service was the 
theme of two projects this week- 
end as newly Initiated pledges 
from 12 Rowling Green fraterni- 
ties donated their services to the 
citizens of Bowling Green, 
Under the direction of Tim 
Smith, coordinator of lnter- 
fraternity affairs, and JimTree- 
ger, advisor to the lnterfraternl- 
ty pledge council, over ISO pledges 
helped to dismantle auditorium 
seats from the Fvangellcal United 
Brethren Church and solicit for 
the Heart Fund. 
One of the duties of the com- 
bined pledge classes for each se- 
mester Is to perform some act 
of community service. 
The IFC and IF PC were con- 
tacted by the Rev.JohnC. Searle 
Jr. and the Rev. Joseph L. Hefner 
of the E.U.B. Church to ask their 
assistance in removing old audi- 
torium seats and carpeting from 
the main sanctuary of the Church. 
The seats and carpeting were 
being removed as the Initial step 
In the renovation of the inside of 
the Church. New carpeting and new 
pews were to take the place of 
the removed facilities. 
The second project undertaken 
was in support of a plea from 
Mrs. Barbara Nordstrom, area 
supervisor for the Heart Fund. 
Mrs. Nordstrom contacted Smith 
in a more or less desperate situa- 
tion. 
Being unable to obtain any help 
from the women In the Bowling 
Green community to go on a door- 
to-door canvass of each house 
soliciting donations for the Fund, 
Mrs. Nordstrom asked for the 
help of the pledge classes. 
Fair Trial Study Attracts Critics 
By The Associated Press 
A 12-man New York Bar Asso- 
ciation committee has released a 
report entitled "Freedom of the 
Press and Fair Trial." Even at 
Its birth, it appeared destined to 
become known as the Medina Re- 
port--named for famed Judge Har- 
old M edlna. 
Norway Next 
Topic In UAO 
Lecture Series 
The Union Activities Organ- 
ization and the geography depart- 
ment announce that there are two 
speakers remaining in the geo- 
graphy lecture series. 
HJordls Kittel Parker from Nor- 
way will narrate a film and dis- 
cuss "Norway, Changing and 
Changeless," at 7:30 p.m.March 
13 In the Ballroom. 
The final speaker will be Barry 
Bishop, who will discuss the topic 
of "Mt. Everest" In the Ballroom 
April 17. Mr. Bishop appeared at 
the University two years ago. 
Both of these lectures are free 
and open to the public. 
Army Shooters 
Edge Michigan 
The Army ROTC Rifle Team 
edged the University of Michigan 
ROTC Rifle Team 1229-1197 at 
the Hayes Hall Rifle Range on 
Feb. 18. 
Cadet James Suttor, a senior 
In the College of Liberal Arts, 
was high man for the meet with 
270 out of a possible 300 points. 
Other cadets aiding In the victory 
were William Hoffert, William V. 
N. Grace, Daniel Welsh and Buck 
Clark. 
However, controversy over the 
study already has arisen.Critlc- 
lsm has come from, among others, 
the American Society of Newspaper 
Editors. A spokesman said of the 
report: "It falls to recognize 
that the courts are conducting 
public business." 
And Judge Medina himself says: 
"All my life I've been fighting 
for the bill of rights. I just 
detest censorship of  any  kind." 
The study committee admits the 
claim of news media that pre- 
judicial pre-trial news coverage 
comes largely from law enforce- 
ment agencies and the Judicial 
establishment has a solid factual 
basis. 
In Washington, I. William Hill, 
managing editor of the Washington 
Star and president of the 
Associated Press Managing Ed- 
itors Association, said the Medina 
Report proposes its own method of 
choking off news from the public. 
He added that lawyers and their 
clients are offered a tightly res- 
trictive code of elthlcs. Hill also 
said that police would bemuzzuled 
completely, except for what he cal- 
led the bland content of a form 
susceptible to whatever Interpret- 
ation a local police press agent 
might put on It. 
The bar study group said it had 
reached a conclusion that because 
of first constitutional amendment 
principles, the conduct of the 
press Is largely beyond control 
of courts and judges. The re- 
port adds that the autonomy guar- 
anteed to new media by the con- 
stitution, however, carries the 
responsibility for the media to 
put its own house in order. 
The bar association report con- 
tinues--In the group's words-- 
"Thus the most helpful step which 
Oswald And Ferrie Linked 
In New Orleans Investigation 
NEW ORLEANS (AP) -- Pub- 
lished reports In New Orleans 
say probers have been told Lee 
Oswald and a man wantedfor ques- 
tioning In the Kennedy investigation 
were picked up together here In 
1963. 
The New Orleans States-Item 
says the report  has   been given 
Coed Recognizes 
Stolen Art Work 
The religious art work on loan 
to the University Fine Arts Deft* 
that was reported stolen Monday 
afternoon, was returned t<- the 
art department yesterday between 
11 a.m. and 1 p.m. 
A University coed, who recog- 
nized the art work from the de- 
scription in yesterday's BG News, 
found it and contacted C apt. Robert 
C. Achtermann of the campus po- 
lice. 
to District Attorney Jim Garrison 
who has been probing the assas- 
sination of Kennedy In 1963. 
In its first story, the paper 
reported Oswald's companion was 
David Ferrie, Identified by Gar- 
rison as a central figure in his 
probe. But the paper said in Its 
later story that the second man 
was not Ferrie. 
Before he died last week, Ferrie 
had Insisted that he did not know 
Oswald, named by the Warren 
Commission as President Ken- 
nedy's assassin. 
The story yesterday said a New 
Orleans policeman found the two 
men sitting in a parked car. 
The officer said one man Identi- 
fied himself as Oswald. 
The first report said the of- 
ficer viewed Ferrle's body, and 
identified him as the second man. 
Later, the paper said the second 
man was not Ferrie, but apparent- 
ly was connected with another 
aspect of the probe. 
CIRCUS CLUB 
    PRESENTS    
Go Go Dancers 
Featuring Baby Jane & Cherry 
Mon. thro Than. Continuous Dancing 9-2 
•    *    *     • 
Friday & Saturday 
SENSATIONAL 
VISCOUNTS 
Playing For Your Dancing Pleasure From 9-2 
893 S. Main Bowling Green 
can be taken to promote impartial 
trials is for the news media to 
adopt voluntarily codes covering 
all  aspects of crime reporting." 
Last October the American Bar 
Association's Committee of Fair 
Trial and Free Press proposed 
more stringent curbs on state- 
ments by lawyers and police. 
In January the American News- 
paper Publishers Association as- 
serted it could not recommend 
any covenants of control or res- 
trictions on the accurate report- 
ing of criminal matters of any- 
thing which might Impair such re- 
porting. 
In discussing a police code In 
relation to the emanation of news, 
the Medina Report suggests the 
designation of an Information 
Officer from  the police agency. 
It would be the responsibility 
of this officer to supervise the 
enforcement of the code and to 
solicit and encourage cooperation 
of news media. The study added 
there wherever feasible the In- 
formation officer would encourage 
news media to enter into pool 
arrangements. 
The New York Bar Committee's 
recommendations for a code of 
ethics for lawyers Include the 
suggestion that It is unprofess- 
ional for a lawyer to make a pub- 
lic statement regarding a pend- 
ing civil action or criminal pros- 
ecution. 
This would apply to statements 
Issued via newspaper publications 
or radio or television broadcast. 
It is also, the committee report 
said, the duty of a lawyer In a 
civil or criminal action to at- 
tempt to retrain his client and 
witnesses from making any out- 
of-court statement prescribed In 
the suggested code. 
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Ballet Design 
In Sketches 
To Be Shown 
An exhibit entitled "Masters of 
Ballet Design," currently touring 
the United States under the aus- 
pices of the Smithsonian Institute 
will be on display throughM arch 12 
In the Promenade Lounge. 
The exhibit of original sketches 
of ballet costumes and sets was 
obtained by the Exhibit Committee 
of   the   Union   Activities   Office. 
The group of sketches was 
assembled to show a period which 
began in the early twentieth cen- 
tury when a new group of artists, 
composers and dancers rev- 
olutionized the traditional art of 
the ballet. 
Before this time dance was 
thought to be the most important 
element of ballet. 
After the dance revolution the 
elements of music, painting and 
dance became unified as a spec- 
tacle which would stimulate the 
eyes, ears, amd imagination. 
Decor from this point on was 
to be considered an Integral part 
of a ballet performance. 
Each of the designers repre- 
sented in Masters of Ballet De- 
sign has made a unique contrib- 
ution   to   the  art of set design. 
The exhibit features the work of 
the outstanding designers of the 
period: Alexandre Henois, Leon 
Bakst, Alexandre Golovine, Na- 
thalie Gontcharova, AlexandreIac- 
ovleff, Michel I arionov, Marie 
Laurencln, Jose Maria Sen, Alice 
Halicka and Pablo Picasso. 
It focuses especially upon the 
French production of the Russian 
Ballet. 
Examining produce in an open-air marketplace in Lisbon is one way to broaden one's knowl- 
edge of the ways of the Portuguese people. These girls found exploring the markets of cities around 
the world a relaxing change from studies undertaken during a semester at sea on Chapman College's 
floating campus -now called World Campus Afloat. 
Al/.ada Knickerbocker of Knoxville. Tennessee.—in the plaid dress —returned from the study- 
iravel semester to complete her senior year in English at Radcliffe College. 
Jan Knippers of l.awrenccburg. Tennessee, a graduate of the University of Tennessee, and a 
former Peace Corps Volunteer, first pursued graduate studies in International Relations and re- 
turned a second semester as a teaching assistant in Spanish on the world-circling campus. 
Students live and attend regular classes aboard the s.s. RYNDAM. owned by the BCL Shipping 
Co. of Bremen for which the Holland-America Line acts as general passenger agent. In-port activi- 
ties are arranged to supplement courses taught aboard ship. 
As you read this, the spring semester voyage of discovery is carrying 450 undergraduate and 
graduate students through the Panama Canal to call at ports in Venezuela. Brazil. Argentina, Nigeria. 
Senegal. Morocco. Spain. Portugal. The Netherlands. Denmark and Great Britain, returning to New 
York May 25. 
Next fall World Campus Afloat-Chapman College will take another 500 students around the 
world from New York to Los Angeles and in the spring, a new student body will journey fjuiil 
Los Angeles to ports on both west and cast coasts of South America, in western and northern 
Europe and as far east as Leningrad before returning to New York. 
For a catalog describing how you can include a semester aboard the RYNDAM in your educa- 
tional plans, fill in the information below and mail. 
y 
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Going Where They Want To Go 
Page 5 
'C.I/- 2 For 
Price Of One 
(Editor's Note: This is the 
second article of a series in 
which the News will feature 
the most popular night spots 
of Bowling Green University 
students. There is no special 
order in the places we visit.) 
By TERRY ROTH 
Feature Writer 
What has two bars, two juke- 
boxes, two dance floors and con- 
sumes large quantities of green 
paper on Friday and Saturday 
nights? 
If you don't know already, you 
must have transferred to the Uni- 
versity within the last 24 hours. 
It happens to be one of the biggest 
college night spot In town, fondly 
called the "C. I." by Its many 
patrons. 
With a seating capacity of 485 
and a line of perhaps that many 
waiting to enter, the Canterbury 
Inn actually consists of two 
separate rooms. 
Canterbury Inn downstairs re- 
sembles an atmosphere of an old 
English pub with barrel lights, 
thick wooden booths, various tables 
and chairs and, of course, the 
utility fixtures of bar, dance floor 
and jukebox. If one can see past 
the beer mugs and cigarette smoke, 
downstairs one can find a couple 
of bowling machines, a sandwich 
machine and a newly Installed 
pool table. This Is conveniently 
converted to an ordinary table 
on weekends (In other words, 
there's a cover put on It) to seat 
an extra six people. 
Upstairs Is an entirely new 
world. Same fixtures of bar. Juke- 
box and dance floor, but this time 
with a band. The Plcadllly Room 
Is In a Gay Nineties decor with 
complementary soft red lights. 
Last year this room was open 
for couples only. This year the 
Plcadllly Room admits anyone 
lucky enough to get there first. 
The Canterbury Inn Is co-owned 
by brothers-in-law,HaroldR. Wil- 
lie and Fritz J. Herminger. "The 
decor Idea came from my daughter 
who visited a place called Martha's 
Vineyard In Cape Cod," said 
Willie. "She liked It so much that 
my brother-in-law and I modeled 
the Canterbury Inn (downstairs) 
after it. The Plcadllly Room again 
was suggested by my daughter." 
The C.I. was opened In July, 
1965 after the former Lions De- 
partment Store had its facade lifted 
to what the eye now beholds. 
Presently 25 men are employed 
as C.I. tenders, table waiters, 
occasional arbitrator and even 
bouncers. Admission is 25 cents 
on weekends after 6:30 pjnm but 
as a consolation beer Is five cents 
cheaper until 7:00p.m. 
New policy Includes a band down- 
stairs on Sunday night from 7:30 
p»m. to 10:30 p.m. Admission Is 
free. 
"I plan on hanging a large falcon 
downstairs similar to the one In 
Memorial Hall," said Willie. "At 
this time I also want to ask fra- 
ternity and sorority members If 
they would like their emblems 
hung downstairs. I would be will- 
ing to do It, and it would give the 
C.I.   more college atmosphere." 
A   GLASS of   beer,   a   basket  of   crackers and 
thou,    beside   me   singing   in   the   C.I.   That's 
where  we  want  to  go  this   week--The Canter- 
bury  Inn.  (Photo  by  Tim  Brandyberrv.) 
CAMPUS SCENES 
Marshall Defends Game 
Marshall University 
Marshall basketball players do 
not agree with the remarks of 
Bowling Green's basketball coach. 
Warren J. Scholler, concerning 
the officials and the fans at the 
BG-Marshall game recently. 
A ccordlng to The Parthenon, Bob 
Redd said "There are a lot of 
things going on out on that floor 
that people don't see." He went 
on to say that the rough playing 
was not all one sided and that 
he had a tooth knocked loose him- 
self. 
As for the charge that the fans 
were out of hand, Jim Davidson 
remarked that all home fans are 
that way and that they cheer for 
the home team. 
Kent State University 
The Kent Stater reports that 
students are being taken for a 
ride to the tune of $10,000. Sharp 
looking girls playing up to make 
students have been selling maga- 
zine subscriptions on campus 
which never arrive. 
But the swindling Is not limited 
to just male students.The problem 
has hit the entire campus. John 
Falso, executive vice president 
of the Kent Chamber of Commerce, 
said that It was impossible to 
tell Just how much money was 
Involved, but the $10,000 figure 
was probably a minimum. 
University of Dayton 
A   fact finding committee has 
been forced to look Into the teach- 
ing practices at UD, the UD Fly- 
er Indicated. The committee arose 
because of the concern of Univer- 
sity professors and the Dayton- 
area Catholics about the philoso- 
phy department. 
The Investigation will not con- 
cern Itself "with the personal 
orthodoxy of those Involved but 
the   effect of the situation upon 
Concerning Coed Hour* 
Tend For Yourself 
(AC P)-- Those few coeds who 
are dissatisfied with hours re- 
gulations or restrictive In loco 
parentis treatment in general 
, should fend for themselves and 
find their own solutions, suggests 
the Colorado State UnlversltyCol- 
leglan. 
After criticizing the majority 
of CSU coeds for accepting the 
status quo. Editor John Gascoyne 
offered these suggestions for those 
few who would like to change the 
situation. 
Check Into the legality of being 
denied certain privileges or the 
basis of sex. You might be sur- 
Feature 
prised how some situations are 
based on tradition rather than law. 
-•Reach an understanding with 
your parents. Get them to sign 
a notarized statement to the effect 
that you are a big girl and cap- 
able of minding your own affairs, 
Present this statement at the door 
the first time you feel like staying 
out late or all night. 
AWS Surveys Coeds 
On Hours Policy 
The current university and college trend of "no hours" for women 
students Is being surveyed at the University. 
An AWS survey is being circulated to see how University women 
feel   about   no   hours,   said  Miss   Fayetta   Paulsen, dean of women. 
"There are basically two methods being used by other universities: 
the key method or the night clerk method," said Dean Paulsen. 
The key method entails distributing keys In the evening to women 
who think they will return to the dormitory after closing hours. The 
night clerk method Involves hiring a full-time employee to open one 
entry Into the dormitory when a woman student returns. 
Security of women students in dormitories could not be guaranteed 
If the key method is Installed, because the key could be lost, stolen, 
or given away during the night. Dean Paulsen explained. 
With the night clerk method, one person would have to stay up all 
night, or at least have a room near the door so they could hear the 
bell, she said. 
"The trend of "no hours" seems to be spreading across the nation," 
Dean Paulsen said. "If women students show Interest In no hours, 
then 'the proposal would be seriously considered. That is why AWS 
is sponsoring a survey." 
When women's hours were changed last year, the women showed 
no Interest in a "no hour" ruling, she added. 
"No hours can be a cumbersome thing as far as carrying it out." 
said Dean Paulsen. 
She felt that If women students showed Interest In no hours, a 
solution using a night clerk could be Installed. 
The questionnaires were distributed to the women residents last 
week and should be before AWS Legislative Board for study by March 
7, Dean Paulsen said. The results will then be considered by the Rules 
and Revisions Committee soon after that, she said. 
'Black Bag' Baffles Classes 
CORVALLIS, OREGON - One 
of the students attending Oregon 
State University Is unknown to 
the rest of his class, although 
he has been there since the term 
started. 
For the past two months the 
mysterious student has been pre- 
sent but unseen, because he Is 
completely enveloped In a big black 
bag. Only his bare feet protrude 
when he attends Monday, Wednes- 
day and Friday at 11 cum. for the 
speech class In basic persuasion. 
Professor Charles Goetzlnger 
—who teaches the class—knows 
the Identity of the shrouded stu- 
dent, but none of the other 20 
students do. 
Goetzlnger explains — In his 
words "The student came to me 
before the term started and said 
he wanted to come to class In 
a black bag. I'm enough of a nut 
to try anything once, so I went 
forte.*' 
The professor says the students' 
attitude toward the black bag 
changed from an Initial hospltil- 
lty to curiosity, and finally to 
friendship. 
Early In the term students have 
to give three - minutes talks. 
When the Black Bag's turn came, 
he stood In front of the class 
and remained silent. But on an- 
other  occasion, "Black Bag" 
spoke a little and answered-- 
evasively--questions about him- 
self. 
The unknown student is brought 
and taken home from campus In 
a friend's car. He says there Is 
no physical reasons for wearing 
the bag and he does not wear It 
to his other classes. 
"Black Bag" says--Inhis words 
--"No, I'm not malformed. No, 
I'm not a Negro, although dis- 
crimination enters Into It. I am 
sure the Negro must be stared 
at and resented just like I am 
in the bag." 
Will the Black Bag disclose 
Its Identity when term ends March 
13?   He  says   he   doesn't know. 
the students." 
The question arises over the 
"ethical and moral doctrines ex- 
pressed and advocated on 
campus," according to the article. 
Cuyahoga Community College 
"We want student Involvement 
to the maximum," Robert Walton, 
president of the Student Cabinet, 
said. And so the Student Cabinet 
Is revulng three proposals for 
professor evaluation. 
The faculty already carries on a 
evaluation In the departments, but 
this Is an attempt to continue the 
process in depth. 
University of Denver 
The Student Senate here asked 
for a "bitch-In" and they got It, 
reports the Clarion. Thirty te 
forty students attended the last 
Senate meeting to air their gripes. 
Representatives of SDS sug- 
gested abolishing the present stu- 
dent government in favor of a more 
democratic type. They called fer 
a student-wide referendum te de- 
cide the matter. 
"Any student government which 
derives Its power from the stu- 
dent body Is responsible ONLY 
to the student body and not the 
administration," one SDS member 
Is quoted as saying. SDS members 
charge the Senate with a "general 
Ineptitude to consider relevant Is- 
sues on campus." 
In reply, senator Chet Johnson 
said, "This Is a private institu- 
tion and not public, and that stu- 
dents have the right, not the privi- 
lege to be here." He added that 
anyone wishing to change Senate 
proceedures  can run for office. 
University of South Carolina 
A youth who had been Illegally 
residing in a University re- 
sidence hall was arrested by city 
police after he attempted to pass 
a bad check written for $6,400. 
According to the "Gamecock" 
the young man had been sharing 
a dormitory room with a U of SC 
student. The two men tried to 
buy an automobile but the sales- 
man refused the sale until the 
check had bee verified. 
The Carolina student was re- 
leased after he established that 
he thought the young man to be 
a millionaire. He now faces Un- 
iversity action for housing a non- 
student. 
Paqe 6 
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LBJ Wants $150 Million 
For Peaceful Nuclear Uses 
WASHINGTON (AP) President 
Johnson asked Congress yester- 
day for nearly $150 million In 
the coming fiscal year beginning 
July 1, for a variety of programs 
designed to harness nuclear energy 
for peace. 
The total Includes $91 million 
for development of a nuclear-pow- 
ered rocket engine called "The 
Rover." The President said pres- 
ent plans call for delivery of 
the first test model of the Rover 
in about 1971. 
The rest of the money will be 
for two new research facilities, 
to be built by the Atomic Energy 
Commission at its Los Alamos, 
N. Mex^ scientific laboratory. 
• • • 
WASHINGTON (AP) — Acting 
Attorney-General Ramsey Clark 
has been nominated by President 
Johnson as Attorney-General. And 
Clark's father, Tom Clark, has 
announced that he will retire from 
the Supreme Court. By leaving 
the bench, the elder Clark will 
avoid any conflict between the 
Supreme  Court   and the Justice 
Department   headed   by his son. 
• • * 
LONDON (AP) -- The British 
House of Commons has approved 
Prime Minister Wilson's military 
budget by a vote of 270 to 231. 
Forty-six members of Wilson's 
Labor Party abstained from vot- 
ing to show their displeasure with 
the spending program. The revolt 
was the biggest in the Labor Party 
in more than two years. 
• • * 
PORT HURON, MICH. (AP) -- 
A Federal appeals Judge in Port 
Huron, Mich* has refused to allow 
Teamsters Union President James 
Hoffa to remain free on bond 
pending appeals of his jury tamp- 
ering conviction. 
• • * 
WASHINGTON       (AP)   --    The 
Professor From Brown Claims 
Reading 'Continues' Writing 
"A book Is no more the art 
of literature than a tennis court 
is the art of tennis," said R. V. 
Casslll speaking before a "stand- 
ing   room only"  crowd Monday. 
Mr. Casslll, a writer and teach- 
er of creative writing at Brown 
University, Providence, R. I., said 
that the an of literature is the 
way that books are read. "There 
Passenger Train 
Kills Area Woman 
A Chesapeake and Ohio passen- 
ger train collided with an auto- 
mobile two miles north of Pem- 
bervllle yesterday, killing the 
driver of the car, Mrs. Henry 
Grelve, 55, of Pembervllle. 
Witnesses reported that Mrs. 
Grelve apparently did not see the 
approaching train and slowly 
started across the tracks. There 
are no signals   at  the crossing. 
The body was taken to Nieman 
and Beckman Funeral Home In 
Pembervllle. 
Campus Calendar 
The BG VarsityClub is sponsor- 
ing an Ice skating and dancing 
party for all letter winners and 
their dates in the Ice Arena Sunday, 
March 5, from 7:30 to 10 pjn. 
Free refreshments will be served. 
• • • 
The University chapter of the 
American Association of Univer- 
sity Professors will meet at 8 
tonight in the White I logwood Room. 
On the agenda are reports from 
a special committee of academic 
standards, and another report on 
faculty governance and communi- 
cations. 
• * • 
"A look into the performing 
arts" will be held this afternoon 
at 2 p.m. in 317 Music Bldg. 
Leading the seminar will be Em- 
manuel Rubin, instructor in music. 
It will attempt to explore and 
understand the meaning of the 
performing arts and their place in 
modern society. 
• • • 
The Sports Car Club of America 
will hold a time and distance rally 
suitable for novices on Sunday, 
March 5. 
The rally leaves the Great East- 
ern Shopping Center in Toledo at 
1 p.m. Registration Is at noon, 
and costs $3. Also to be held In 
Toledo Is a rally school for 
novices. 
If enough Interest is shown by 
Bowling Green students, a special 
session of the school will be held 
Senate Foreign Relations Com- 
mittee yesterday approved the con- 
sular treaty with the Soviet Union. 
The committee voted 15-4 to rec- 
ommend it to the senate. Chair- 
man J. W. Fulbrlght announced 
the vote and said he thinks the 
measure will win Senate approval 
by a similar proportion. 
Two Democrats and two Re- 
publicans voted against committee 
approval. Among them was Dem- 
ocratic Senator Frank Lausche of 
Ohio. 
• • • 
NATCHEZ, MISS. (AP) -- 
Negroes in Natchez planned a rally 
last night to protest the bombing 
death of a Natchez civil rights 
leader Monday night. The city 
has offered a $25,000 reward for 
the arrest of those involved in 
the death of Wharlest Jackson. 
He was killed when his truck 
exploded while he was driving 
home from work. J ackson was for- 
merly the Natchez  treasurer of 
theN.A.A.C.P. 
• * • 
NEW YORK (AP) - The U.N. 
undersecretary for special polit- 
ical affairs, Ralph Bunche, has an- 
ls no such thing as a great book nounced   he   has given up plans 
without a great reader," he said. t0   retlre   on   March   15th.   The 
The lecture, entitled, "Teach- American Negro said he will stay 
lng   Literature  as an Art"   was on   for   a   new   term# He ^  62 
the first  In a series being pre- years   oldi   „,„   year8  past re_ 
sented by the English department. tirement age. 
Mr. Casslll, a native of Iowa, 
is the author of "The Father," 
a collection of short stories, "The 
President," a novel, "Writing Fic- 
tion," and other books, articles, 
and critical essays. DEADLINES:   5 p.m. Friday lor 
"Teaching," Mr.Casslllpointed Tuesday's paper, 5 p.m.   Monday 
out,   "Is  an unavoidable fact of lor   Wednesday's   paper,   5 p.m. 
life. Education is something else Tuesday (or    Thursday's    paper, 
again." 5  p.m.    Wednesday lor Friday's 
"Positive education of litera- paper, 
ture," he said, "begins with re- _.--.      «#». H       t n . 
cognizing that  reading and writ- .R.ATES:     32< P" ',ne' 2. ,,neS 
lng   are   a   continuum,   (that is) mm.mum, average  5   words per 
different aspects of the same act."       ,,ne- _,     ...   ._ 
Again,   he stressed the meaning SEND COPY »o Clas.rf.ed Dep , 
of a work of art is not "on tap,"       B-G   News,   106   University   Hall. 
but the individual must make It      -  
meaningful to himself. FOR   SALE   OR  RENT 
Mr.Casslll concluded that It is       - -  
the clarification of how reading For Sale. '63 Comet Custom 2 
"continues" writing and vice versa dr. hdtop.-straight trans„ must 
that   should   be   stressed  In the      sell; call 352-7482. 
teaching of literature as art.  —-- 
FOR RENT. Practically new brick 
home, 4 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath, 
basement, big yard. Gas heat, own 
welL, Ideal for two couples. $185 
month plus utilities. 354-6981. 
here on Saturday nights.  — - — 
For further Information, contact LOST 
Charles  Sinclair in Toledo, 474  
0117. Topcoat LOST during first week 
* * * rush parties. Yours is too big for 
The tenth annual meeting of the      me.   Jim,   rm.   257,   ext.   2645. 
College Reading Association will  
be   held at the University from BUSINESS AND  PERSONAL 
March 15 to 18.  -  
Registration forms can be picked Sigma   Nu pledges  LOVE THAT 
up from Dr. Joseph S. Nemeth, BENCHI 
director of the Reading Center, —...  
301 Hanna. THE PHI DELTA THETA WIVES 
Students  are Invited to attend AND P1NMATES SAY: CONGRATS 
the series of meetings which will TO OUR WONDERFUL PMDELTS 
be held both on campus and at the AND   TH^IR   GREAT    PLEDGE 
Holiday Inn. CLASSI 
A $1 admission will be charged.  .  -—  — 
• • • And Lynne tool 
The Marketing Club will hold  
Its   March meeting  at 7 tonight Who's got the Beauty? Who's got 
In the Carnation Room. the beast? It won't be those who 
A  speaker from  the Joseph give the leastl A Phi O. 
Home's   Company   In Pittsburgh -  
will talk on retailing techniques. Good luck Cherrie from West, a 
* Evening only   ** Day and evening 
March 8 
Anaheim City Schools, Anaheim, 
Calif.: check with Placement Of- 
fice. 
Palmdale School District, Palm- 
dale, Calif.: check with Placement 
Office. 
Shllllto's: accounting; advertis- 
ing; economics; general business; 
personnel; retailing; business ad- 
ministration. 
Aluminum Co. of America: ac- 
counting; business administration; 
transportation. 
Detroit Public Schools: business 
education; elementary education; 
home economics; Industrial arts; 
languages; library; mathematics; 
music; science; special education. 
••Los Angeles City Schools: 
check with Placement Office. 
U.S. Plywood Corp*: check with 
Placement Office. 
••Pontlac City Schools, Pontlac 
Mich.: check with Placement Of- 
fice. 
"Grand Blanc Community 
Schools, Grand Blanc, Mich* art; 
business education; elementary 
education; industrial arts; library; 
mathematics; music; science; 
special education; nurse; psycho- 
logy. 
••Muskegon Public Schools, 
Muskegon, Mich* elementary ed- 
ucation; home economics; indus- 
trial arts; languages; music; 
special education; counselor. 
•Battle Creek Public Schools, 
Battle Creek, Mich* elementary 
education; special education; home 
e c o n omlcs;     industrial    arts; 
real "Beauty" - John. 
Marine mechanic for June-July- 
August. Island resort located In 
Lake Erie. Chance for overtime If 
desired. Contact John Ladd, Ladd's 
Marina, Box 2723, Put-In-Bay, 
Ohio. 
Waitresses or waiters. Friday, 
Sat„ and Sunday. Frisch's. 
College Men and Women. Work 
twenty hours per week this se- 
mester and full time in the sum- 
mer. Only Northwest Ohio 
residents need apply. Work for 
the leading company In the cook- 
ware field as a salesman. Write 
to Vita Craft Central Sales, RQ 
Box 512, Reynoidsburg, Ohio. 
Congratulations Happy Eyes: How 
many   Green   Stamps   Is  THAT 
worth? 
S.D.S. members - where were 
you? Chris, Bill and Tom. 
Spring pledge class sez we're 
PROUD   to   be   KAPPA   DELTS. 
Varsity Letter Winners - The BG 
Varsity Club Is sponsoring an 
Ice skating and dancing party for 
all letter winners and dates. It 
will be held In the new ice arena, 
Sunday, March 5, from 7:30 pjn. 
to 10 pjn. Refreshments will be 
free. 
library;  languages; mathematics; 
music; science. 
The University of M ichlgan, Ann   . 
Arbor, Mich.: accountant; secre- 
tarial; laboratory technologist. 
West Virginia Pulp & Paper: 
check with Placement Office. » 
American Brake Shoe Co* ac- 
counting; economics; finance and 
banking; general business; Indus- 
trail management; selling & sales 
management. 
Booth Newspaper, Inc* account- 
ing; advertising; general business; 
retailing; sales; Journalism. 
Concord Community Schools, 
Concord, Mich* check with Place- 
ment Office. t 
Currier Honored 
At NONA Fete    * 
Jesse J. Currier, professor of 
Journalism, was presented an Out- » 
standing Service Award by the 
Ohio Newspaper Association (ONA) 
at a Northwestern OhloNewspaper 
Association (NONA) banquet here "-j 
Friday night. 
William J. Oretel of Columbus, 
ONA executive director and sec- 
retary, presented a framed cer- 
tificate citing his 26 years of 
dedication as head of the School 
of Journalism. - 
Mr. Currier, although having 
resigned as head, will remain on 
the faculty. 
The certificate honoredMr. ■ 
Currier as "a booster, scholar, 
writer, administrator, historian, 
counselor, judge, speaker, 
teacher, and a dedicated and de- 
voted believer In the power of good 







another action car 
from the sign 




3/4 mile west of 1-75 
on .*t. 224,    West 
Findloy, Ohio 




LAST DAY        CLA-ZEL1 
FILM FESTIVAL SERIES 
sponsored by 
Bowling Green  Film Society 
advance tickets - 90< on sale 
University  Hall - Wed. only • 10-12 & 2-4 
Feature Times • 7:30, 9:30 
"ONE OF THE YEAR'S 10 BEST FILMS!" 
N. V. Oaily News 
- N. V. Post 
THF. 
Umbrellas of cbtatf 
•_y/       In Song and Color       /~"*^ 
The B-G News, Wednesday, March 1, 1967 
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jAs The Eagle Eyes It ft: 1 
BG Basketball Makes  [ 
A Good Fairy Tale 
ByDICKAQUILA 
Sports   Writer 
The setting for today's fractured fairy tale Is the blissful, bubbling 
community of Bowling Green, Ohio, population around 20,000 when the 
money's In town. 
(Fade In slowly) .... Once upon a time cotton, no, that's not right 
.... basketball was king In Bowling Green. But then out went Howie, 
and In came Porky. 
Actually some things can be said for Mr. Scholler ... and some 
jan actually be printed, too. First of all, Mr. Scholler Inherited a 
young team. True, everyone expected a losing team for a couple of 
seasons while the team developed. 
But the point this year Is that everyone thought the team had arrived. 
| Why   even   Sports   Illustrated   said   we would be  number one in the 
M.A.C.  this year, and they're never wrong. In fact, they even picked 
the Yankees to finish In the first division last year. 
Mow with the 1966-67 basketball season over, we should be looking 
ahead to the future, always a favorite pastime of Falcon fans. "Just 
walt'll next year . . . BLAHI" 
Perhaps an answer to BG's problems can be found In professional 
iports. For example, for the last several years the owner of the 
annually pathetic Chicago Cubs, Philip K. Wrlgley, has had a refreshing 
If not good philosophy. 
When Wrlgley's teams do badly, he realizes, that he has one of three 
choices. First, he could fire the team. Second, he could fire the 
manager. Or lastly, he could try to Improve the team through re- 
cruiting and trading. 
Usually he has fired the manager on the philosophy that It's easier 
to find one new man than a whole truckful. 
Maybe we could learn something from Mr. Wrlgley. 
Now, I'm not advocating firing the whole team. In fact, I think they 
I V   look   son   of pretty In their  orange uniforms. And undoubtedly 
(trading   is   out  because of the thirteenth amendment  or something. 
Well, using negative reasoning, which Is typical of a Bowling Green 
I fan, that leaves us with one alternative. "Goody-by, Mr. Scholler. . ." 
P'Many   times  a  team  must be pushed before It can excell. Either 
everyone has been overrating BG's horses, or the driver can't seem 
to find his whip. I think It may be the latter. 
For this reason. Bowling Green should go out and hire a nationally 
prominent basketball coach, who could once again place Bowling 
Green on the basketball map. 
Bowling Green University has the potential of being known nation- 
ally. Why we even have a mural, excuse me, THE mural now. The 
quickest way of achieving this national prominence Is through basket- 
ball, in our opinion. 
A good, well known coach could be the answer to Bowling Green's 
1
 ills. It would make recruiting much easier for one thing. 
For example, In the Doyt Perry football era, many potential stars 
I used to agree to come to Bowling Green merely so they could play 
I under Perry, long recognized as one of the best college coaches In 
I tfte nation. 
Bowling Green needs a Doyt Perry In basketball. Such men are hard 
[to find. But they do exist, and can be had. 
^Such a coach  could drive his team on and on to victory. He could 
I be the honey that recruits files, and most important of all, he could 
do away with the frustrations and anxieties of the Falcon fans caused 
I by losing peace pipes and dribbling contests to Toledo. 
9 Sports fans  of the world, unite. Super coach, where are you .... 
[(Fade out slowly). 
Moral of this fractured fairy tale is, "It would be more fun losing 
with a new coach, anyway." 
I 0 
Pro Basketball Players 
May Strike Against NBA 
NEW   YORK   (AP) --   Players 
in the National Basketball Associ- 
ation say they will refuse to par- 
ticipate in the NBA playoffs un- 
lless  club owners  come up with 
|a better offer on their demands. 
►Representatives  of the players 
' met yesterday in New York, and 
dtanlmou te rejected an 
offer by club owners for Improved 
conditions, 
A spokesman for the players, 
attorney Lawrence Fleischer,said 
the ofer was far short of what 
the players are seeking. 
Last June the players asked 
for an Increase in the pension 
fund; a limit to the number of 
league games; pay for all exhibi- 
tions and a review of all player 
contracts before they are sub- 
mitted. 
The attorney said the players 
plan to go before the National 
Labor Relations Board and ask 
for recognition as a union. 
The playoffs are scheduled to 
start on March 22nd. 
tfftWxSxttWtt^^ 
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I IM Notes 
• Intramural notes for this week 
are as follows: 
Indoor Track relays will beheld 
tomorrow night at 7 In the Men's 
Gym. 
Fourteen league champions re- 
presenting 111 teams will begin 
the IM basketball tournament Sun- 
day, March 5, at 1 pan. in the 
Men's Gym. All other tournament 
I games will be held in Memorial 
[ Hall beginning at 7 pan. 
Entries  for the DM  volleyball 
tournament are available from fra- 
ternity and dormitory athletic 
chairmen. Entries are due March 
7,   and   play   begins   March   13. 
Finalists in the all campus foul 
shooting tournament are Tim Um- 
phrey, from Kohl Hall, Ken Ester- 
line, off campus, and Mark Short 
from Krelscher D. 
Final competition to determine 
the champion will be held 
Thursday, March 9, at 8:30 in 
Memorial Hall. 
Thinclads Place 5th, 
Brodt Plans For Future 
Page 7 
By  GREG   VARLEY 
Assistant Sports   Editor 
Notre Dame, a football power 
always to be feared. Is now mak- 
ing   its   mark   In track circles. 
BG Coach Mel Brodt and his 
1967 squad travelled to South Bend 
last weekend, returning with 11 
points and a fifth place finish. 
Notre Dame swept 73 markers 
and first place In its own In- 
vitational. 
On the track BG was unable 
to score, with only two Falcons 
giving creditable performances. 
Paul Talklngton ran the mile In 
4:24, beating bis previous best 
time by 8 seconds. Dan Sekerak 
ran his best time In the two 
mile event with a 9:35.7. 
The field events were a differ- 
ent story with Rob Bennett, Stan 
Allen and M erlyn M ichaells plac- 
ing. 
Rob Bennett gave one of the 
outstanding shows of the meet, 
setting a new Central Collegiate 
Conference, Notre Dame Field- 
house and Bowling Green mark 
with a IS-4 pole vault. 
. A sophomore, Rob broke the 
record previously held by Bruce 
Baty, who had vaulted 13-6 in- 
doors. This feat qualified him 
for the NCAA indoor meet to be 
held at Cobo Hall In Detroit on 
March 11. 
Bennett said the use of a new 
pole made the difference. With it 
he hopes to bit 16 ft. indoors 
and   16-6 when the outdoor sea- 
Frosh Matmen Dump 
Broncos; Win 3rd 
Climaxing a fine season for the 
fledgling Falcons of Coach Rick 
Fertonanl was the 28-3 resounding 
win over the frosh from Western 
Michigan. It was the third one- 
sided victory for the freshman 
squad against no losses. 
"They were confident...every- 
one did a great job," commented 
the frosh tutor. "There Is not much 
more I can say about the perfect 
3-0 record," he added. Last year 
the WM frosh delt the Falcons 
a 28-6 defeat. 
The yearlings captured all but 
one weight class, marking the third 
time this season that they have 
copped eight of nine divisions. Only 
the 137 pound class escaped the 
frosh as they were never In trouble. 
Holler (123) received a forfeit 
as the Falcons went quickly on top. 
George Klrkwood (130) edged 
Kolodlca 3-2 breaking a two-all 
tie in the final period. It was then 
that Chick Cropley (137) was de- 
clsloned 4-0 for the frosh's only 
loss. Western's Jenny handed 
Chick his first loss of the season. 
Dave Wllnau (145) with a 2-0 
decision over Gorby upped his per- 
sonal mark to 3-0. Also picking 
up a close decision was Fred 
Clements (152) with a 2-1 score. 
Fred pushed the Falcons lead to 
14-3. 
Butch Folk (160) was In serious 
trouble early In his  match,  but 
Women's Cage 
Teams Now 1-2 
The women's basketball teams 
each have records of 1-2 after 
last weekend's activities. 
The A Team dropped a 58-55 
decision to Miami, though they led 
by a 28-13 margin at halftlme. 
However, In the second half, the 
Miami women rallied to end the 
regulation contest at 51-all, and 
then won In the three minute over- 
tune, outs coring BG 7-4. 
High scorers for BG were Robin 
Bersle with 22 points, and Brenda 
Hollls with 16. 
• • * 
It was a different story for 
the B Team, as they won their 
first game of the season against 
Miami by a 37-36 score. Top 
point maker for the BG women 
was Penny Stelner with 17. 
battled back to erase Kelzan's 
6-2 lead and won on riding time. 
A pair of reversals closed the gap 
for Butch, who is 3-0 on the season. 
The final three matches were not 
close, as each Falcon grappler 
upped his record to 3-0. Bill 
Nucklos (167) assured the frosh 
of victory with a 7-0 decision 
over Simpson. Nucklos was in 
complete control, just missing a 
second period pin. 
A 23-3 lead come as the result 
of Joe Green's 13-7 decision over 
Jendrewzewskl. Green (177) was 
never In serious trouble, but 
opened himself at times in his 
attempts for a pin. Several times 
he missed the illusive pin. 
Ron Cooper (HVY) picked up the 
only pin downing Hill In the second 
period with 1:30 left. The two 
wrestlers did little In the first 
period, but Cooper began quickly 
in the second by taking down Hill 
and continuing until he was pinned. 
Cousy, Komives 
Head  Conlclin's 
BG Movie Slate 
Movies of Bowling Green's 
greatest moments In sports during 
the last decade will be sponsored 
by the Conklln Hall Athletic Com- 
mittee In Conklln Hall lounge 9:30 
pan. tomorrow. 
Included In the movies will be 
the football Falcons against the 
University of Delaware In 1959, 
when they were the small college 
champs. 
Also to be shown Is the 1962 
Miami football game which Coach 
Bob Gibson acclaimed as "pro- 
bably the best game we ever played 
since I've been at BG." 
Heading the basket ball flicks will 
be the 1950 BG—Holy Cross clash 
with Bob Cousy for Holy Cross, 
and Charles Chare going for the 
Falcons. 
Other games shown will be Al 
Blanchl's Bowling Green team 
playing Wltchlta in 1954, and Butch 
Komives and Nate Thurmond meet- 
ing St. John's In 1963. 
Free coffee will be served and 
donuts sold for charity. Everyone 
Is invited. 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA 
Beauty And Beast Ball 
SAT.-MAS. 4"9:12--Ballroom 
Featuring    Candy Johnson 
and his dand 
Nangrenard 'Dean Runkle 
Tickets-$1.50 per couple-Union Lobby 
Dress—Semi-formal 
son begun. 
Brodt referred to the meet as 
a "class meet." He noted that 
even though we did not place in 
the track events, "we still did 
better,  overall, then last year." 
Stan Allen, also a sophomore, 
high Jumped 6-4, good for a second 
place finish. 
M erlyn M Ichaells took a fourth 
In the shot put with a heave of 
48-7 to round out the scoring 
for the Falcons. 
This weekend the thinclads head 
for Central Michigan for a dual 
meet. 
Two years ago Coach Brodt*s 
charges returned from this meet 
with a victory In what he described 
as "a fairly good meet." 
There Is some anticipated 
trouble due te the track atCentraL 
With extremely sharp curves on 
the track, the sprint men, and 
relays will have difficulty in ne- 
gotiating the turns, 
Brodt expects that the outdoor 
season will produce a change In 
the team's outlook with Improved 
equipment. 
Until that time? Well, It could 
be a long, long, season. 
Ice Arena Hours, 
Rates Announced 
The Athletic Deputies announced 
the following In regard to the 
opening   of   the   new Ice Arena: 
Skating and curling sheet ses- 
sions are open to the public 
as follows: Mondays, Wednes- 
days, and Fridays from 7-9 
pan.; Saturdays from 2-4 pan. 
and 7-9 pan.; Sundays from 
3-5 p.m. and 7-9 pan.; Tues- 
day and Thursdays from 7-9 
pan. for faculty and staff and 
their families. 
Also, prices have been set as 
follows: 
Main arena -- group rentals, 6 
a.m. to 8 aan. -- $20 an hour, 
8 aan. to 4 pan. - $25 an hour, 
4 p.m. to 11 pap. • $30 an hour, 
student and University groups -- 
$20 an hour. Public sessions: stu- 
dents, 30 cents, faculty and uni- 
versity 50 cents, faculty and uni- 
versity children (12 and under), 
30 cents, adults, 75 cents, child- 
ren   (12   and   under),   50   cents. 
Figure skating studio • patch 
time -- students, 50 cents on 
hour, faculty and university, 75 
cents an hour, public, $1 an hour. 
Curling — students, faculty, and 
university — women $1 a match, 
men $1.50 a match. Public, - 
women 1.50 a match, men $2 a 
match. 
Sinn  Poll Winner 
Leah Sinn was the winner of the 
last B-G News basketball poll of 
the year, as the Junior upset three 
time previous champ Dan Welsh 
In last week's predictions. 
Miss Sinn picked 15 of the 20 
games correctly, while sports 
editor Tom Hlne managed the same 
mark. 
Welsh finished at 14-6, while 
Scott Goulet and Phil Pope each 
would up with 13-7 records. 
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1 Listen, There's A Rumor 
(Floating Around That... 
By   TOM   HINE 
Sports   Editor 
Recent rumors have been floating about campus and for the most 
pan are getting a trifle stale. 
Talk of Warren Scholler getting the axe and Al Blanchl getting the 
head basketball post are rapidly losing their news appeal. 
But fear not. 
There have been other, and perhaps more Interesting bits of hearsay 
floating around, and though many have tried to cover them up, we now 
present some little known or discussed  rumors for the edification 
of our readers: 
• • • 
First off, next season's Independent football schedule shapes up like 
this   for   the first four games:   BG  takes   on Notre Dame, Alabama, 
UCLA and Michigan State. 
•* * 
SPORTS   Illustrated   will   make   Its   second straight  nomination ot 
Bowling Green to zip to an MAC Crown in basketballl 
"Wally  Scholler's  Falcons  won't  even be challenged," is the way 
it should read. 
• • * 
Those In the know are already aware of the proposed switch that 
football coach Bob Gibson has In mind for next year. 
He plans on returning Eddie Jones to the defensive backfield ("He 
never developed as an end," explains Glbby) and also to move P. J. 
Nyltray to guard. 
He'll defend that move with, "Nyltray's a fast, hard blocking boy 
... I  think we can take advantage of his football know-how a little 
better with him at guard." 
• *  • 
Another rumor is that next year's basketball team will not have 
uniforms that say "FALCONS" across the chest. 
Instead, a new shipment has been ordered with the words "SIGMA 
CHI" emblazoned In Blue and Gold. 
Richie llendrlx   is reportedly quite displeased with the whole idea. 
His buddies have insisted that the football gear be done up in similar 
fashion . . . "PHI DF.LTS" on the helmets. 
*• • 
The overwhelming success of the new Ice Arena has spurred plans 
In the athletic department of taking over the new Education Building 
and   transforming   It   into   an   18 story,  high rise badminton court. 
It will have a basement area devoted to classrooms so that it 
remains   within the realm of a structure designed to meet the needs 
of University students. 
• • * 
Check the newsstands about the middle of March for a new book 
written by (".eorge Stone, a Marshall basketball player. 
Entitled "Sportsmanship: The Key To Success On The Court," 
It will have a preface written by BG's own Walt Platkowski. 
Look for Walt to heap warm praise on Stone, with words like "It's 
always a pleasure to play against a good clean competitor like George 
... best of luck." 
• * • 
And finally, look for Bowling Green's football squad to get a bowl 
bid at the end of next season -- only to have it be refused. 
University officials will decide that the right move would be to fore- 
go the opportunity. In order that "the boys on the team have more 
time to devote to their studies. 
"After all, the only reason anyone is on this campus, football 
players Included, Is to get an education." 
Automation Strikes: 
Deep Sea Golf 
The B-G News, Wednesday, March 1, 1967 
NEW YORK (AP) -- Ever play 
golf lnddors, and on an ocean 
liner sailing to Europe? 
Well, you can now -- thanks 
to movie screens and computers. 
And what's more, you can have 
your pick of golf courses --the 
fames Pebble Beach In California, 
the Congressional In Washington, 
or the Doral In Miami, and you 
play a full round of golf without 
getting more than an arm's length 
from the cooling drinks of the 
19th hole. 
The Holland-America Line Is 
trying out the system on its liner, 
the "Nleuw Amsterdam," and it 
works like this. 
The golfer gets  a regular set 
of clubs and sets up In front of 
a movie screen. A device flashes 
a color slide of the hole being 
played   and   the golfer tees off. 
The speed of the club Impact 
Is recorded by a computer wiJch 
buzzes busily and flashes on the 
screen the spot where the ball 
would have landed. 
The player continues right up 
to the green with the computer 
pin-pointing every shot, and then, 
moves to a real putting green 
for his final shots. 
In case it all seems too much, 
the line is providing the world's 
first floating golf pro, former 
Master's   champion   Doug   Ford. 
MAC Statistics 
SCORING LEADERS 
Hairston Selected For '67 
All-Academic MAC Team 
Falcon Guard Al Hairston Is the lone newcomer on the 1967 All-Academic basketball team of the Mid- 
American Conference, according to Commissioner Bob James. 
Reserve center Ed Behm Is also a BG representative on the team. 
The seven players named for 
the honor were selected by the 
conference's faculty advisers. 
Hairston, one of four Juniors 
selected, is from Mount Clem- 
ents, Mich. He Is majoring In 
health and physical education and 
has a 3.00 accumulative grade 
average. 
Behm, who also has an above 
average accum. Is a history major 
from Franklinvllle, N.J. 
Others on the team Include BUI 
Backensto, the only senior In Tol- 
edo's starting lineup, and Ohio 
guard Wayne Young. 
Backensto, a candidate for a 
Rhodes Scholarship, Is A11-Aca- 
demic for the third straight year. 
Young, a junior from Hamden, 
O., la the All-MAC'a standout 
scholar with a perfect 4.00 aver- 
age as a history major. 
Also from the Rocket squad 
Is junior Don White, a top back- 
court reserve. The former Akron 
North star Is averaging 3.13 in 
business administration. 
The Bobcats boast numerical 
superiority with three represent- 
atives. Besides Young, Ohio mem- 
bers are forward Fred Cluff of 
Hillsboro, O. and reserve forward 
Russ Hamilton of Marion, O. Cluff 
Is majoring in economics (3.39 
average) while Hamilton Is in bus- 
iness administration (3.617 aver- 
age). Al Hairston Ed Behm 
Toledo Hopes To Clinch 
MAC Crown, NCAA Berth 
Today could be Coronation Day 
for Toledo, already assured of at 
least a tie In the Mid-American 
Conference basketball race. 
The Rockets will be at home 
against Ohio and need only to win 
in order to wrap up their first 
championship since the 1953-54 
season and automatically qualify 
for the NCAA Regional March 11 
at the University of Kentucky, 
Lexington. 
Second-place Marshall, mean- 
time, will be hoping for a Bob- 
cat upset to force a playoff. The 
Herd's final Conference start 
comes Saturday In theMAC's tele- 
vision swansong for 1967 (air- 
time 1:30, tipoff 1:45 pjn.) but 
the finale against improved Kent 
will be meaningless without a To- 
ledo loss. 
As each team girds for the wind- 
up games, Toledo la 11-1 (21- 
1 overall) and Marshall 9-2 (17- 
6 overall). Coach Ellis Johnson's 
flrehorse five does have an in- 
centive Saturday even if the Roc- 
kets dash their title hopes with 
a   victory   earlier   In the week. 
By beating Kent to finish up at 
18-6, Marshall could claim one of 
the remaining berths in NIT play. 
Saturday night offers another 
interesting contest. Toledo winds 
up its regular season at home 
against Virginia Tech — same 
team it may face in the NCAA 
championships. 
Turning to MAC stats, dethroned 
champ Miami led the league In 
defense for the fourth straight 
year with a 60.5 point average 
and also seems assured of free 
throw percentage honors with a 
.758 mark. 
Toledo leads In field goal ac- 
curacy (.519) and offense (86.9). 
In Individual figures, it appears 
the scoring title will go to George 
Stone of Marshall with a 23.5 
average. 
STANDINGS CO NFER ENCE ALL GAMES 
Team     Won Lost Pet. PF PA Won Lost Pet. PF   PA        • 
Toledo      10 1 .909 956 845 21 1 .954 1915    1648 
Marshall    9 2 .818 867 817 17 6 .739 1974    1850 
Miami         7 5 .583 811 726 12 10 .545 1442    1321 • 
B.G.           5 7 .417 935 942 11 13 .478 1798    1792 
Ohio            4 7 .364 779 815 8 14 .364 1762    1771 
W. Mich.    4 8 .333 840 888 10 14 .417 1709    1737 . 
Kent 1    10    .091    677    812        5    17      .227    1516    1605 





















































G REB. AVE 
Sch.oeder, OU   11 162 14.7 
Mix, Tol             11 134 12.2 
Allen, Mar           11 128 11.6 
Curry, Kent       11 120 10.9 
McKee, OU        11 118 19.7 
Dixon, BG          12 126 10.5 
Lacetield, WM   12 119 9.9 
Foster, Mia        12 112 9.3 
Piatkowski, BG12 110 9.2 
Ford, WM           12 101 8.4 
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA (AP) 
-- Veteran Ernie Banks has been 
assigned a new role with the Chi- 
cago Cubs. Banks was named a 
player- coach yesterday at theCubs 
training camp in Scottsdale, Ari- 
zona. 
Manager Leo Durocher Insisted 
that the move in no way means 
that the 36-year old first base- 
man Is at the end of his playing 
career. 
Durocher said, however, that 
John Boccabella will be given the 
first look at first base, mainly 
because Banks takes longer to get 
into shape. 
Durocher added that at end of 
spring training, either Banks will 
run Boccabella off first, or vice 
versa. 
Banks Is about to start bis 14th 
season with the Cubs. 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Richie 
Allen of the Philadelphia Phils 
Is knocking at the door of an 
exclualnve club. He wants to join 
the ranks of the $100,000-a-year 
major leaguers. 
If he can't get It, Allen says 
he may continue to sell automo- 
biles, although admitting the In- 
come doesn't approach what he is 
asking from the Phils. 
Allen 24 years old batted .317 
last season, with 40 homers and 
110 runs batted In. 
Actually, Allen Is classified as 
a holdout as today all of the Phils 
are scheduled to be on hand at 
Clearwater, Florida. But Allen 
and general manager John Qulnn 
admit they aren't even close to 
an agreement. 
Also in baseball, the Baltimore 
Orioles have signed outfielderCurt 
Blefary for a reported $20,000, 
a boost of about $5,000. Pitcher 
Jack Sanford of the California 
Angela la holding out for more 
money. He was the top pitcher 
last year for the Angela with 13 
victories and Sanford la seeking 
a boost to $40,000 from $25,000. 
MIAMI (AP) — The Baltimore 
Orioles cut their list of unsigned 
players to one when outfielder 
Curt Blefary and utility lnflelder 
Bob Johnson came to terms. 
Only first baseman John (Boog) 
Powell la outside the fold as the 
Orioles open full scale drills In 
Miami, Florida. 
Blefary Is believed to have 
signed for $20,000, while Johnson 
is thought to have received $15,000. 
